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Torre, Guillermo de (1900-1971)

Amado monstruo. Barcelona: Anagrama,
Doce cuentos de Andersen contadospor dos
viejos verdes. Barcelona: Caoba, 2006.

Work About:
Molinaro, Nina L. "Writing Masculinity
Double: Paranoia, Parafiction and Javier Tomeo's La agonia de Proserpina."
Anales de la Literatura Espafiola Contempora'nea 24.1-2 (1999): 135-48.

editing the complete works of Federic
*Chrcia Lorca in the 1960s. This edition
was widely distributed in Francoist Spain
and throughout the Spanish-s~eaking
world.
Salvador A. Oropesa

Work About:
Bohn, Willard. "Guillermo de Torre and
the 'Typographical Method.' " Dada/
Surrealism 12 (1983): 48-59.

Torre, Guillermo de

Torrente Ballester, Gonzalo
(1910-1999)

A poet, professor of literature, and editor,
the work of this Spaniard served to bridge
European avant-garde writings and their
corresponding "isms" in Spanish literatures. At age 19, he signed the ultraist
manifesto and in 1921 he published
He'lices (Propellers) a hodgepodge of "calligrammes" (a mix of drawing and writing), words stressed on the third to last
syllable, free verse, and blanks, using the
aesthetics of ultraism (in which the poem
is born on the blank sheet of paper) and
futurism (that glorifies the machine and
technological progress). His most influential work as professor of literature is Historia de las literaturas de vanguardia
(History of Avant-Garde Literatures); its
last edition in three volumes appeared in
1965. It systematized the history of the
avant-garde in Spanish and its interrelationship with other Western movements.
As editor, de Torre worked for Buenos
Aires's famed Losada publishing house,

A literary critic, columnist, and professor,
this most relevant novelist of 20th-century
Spain belonged to the Generation of 1936.
Despite his cooperation with right-wing
Falange intellectuals, during the Francoist
dictatorship some of his novels suffered
censorship and he was fired from one job
for having supported strikers in Asturias.
Although Torrente Ballester wrote six
plays, he is most known for his more than
20 novels. The first, Javier Marifio (1943),
is a politically ambiguous story of the male
protagonist's conversion to the Falange
Party. His trilogy Los gozos y las sombras
(Joys and Shadows)-consisting of El
sefior llega (1957; The Master Arrives),
Donde da la vuelta el aire (1960; Where
the Air Takes a Turn), and La Pascua triste
(1962; The Sad Easter)-presents the fight
for power and love waged by two male
Galician villagers before the Spanish Civil
War (1936-1939). The successful Spanish
television series based on this trilogy gave
Torrente Ballester public recognition.
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Don Juan (1963) demythifies the archttypal womanizer and mixes fantasy and
reality, setting the story in 1960s France.
The first novel of a "fantastic trilogy" and
his most acclaimed work, La saga/fuga de
1.B. (1972; The SagaIEscape of J. B.)
relates the millennia1 story of a village from
the points of view of three narrators and in
such diverse intercalated texts as poems
and graphics. Crdnica del rey pasmado
(1989; The King Amaz'd: A Chronicle,
1996) satirizes the 17th-century Spanish
monarch, King Philip IV.
Hallmarks of Torrente Ballester's prose
include acute psychological character
studies; a mixing of fantasy, myth, and
reality; a masterful command of the language; and inventive narrative techniques.
Iker Gonza'lez-Allende
See also Censorship and Literature in Spain;
Don Juan Archetype in the Hispanic World.

Work By:
~h~ ~i~~ Amazld: A chronicle. T
~
colin smith. London: E
~ 1996.

Miller, Stephen. "Structuring Probability,
Possibility, and Ultimate Questions:
Theory and Practice of Fantastic Fiction
in Torrente Ballester? Critical Studies:
the Fantastic Other;an Inte@ce of Perspectives. Ed. Brett Cooke, George E.
Slusser, and Jaume Marti-Olivella.
Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1998, 87-100.
and Stephen Miller, eds.
udies on Gonzalo Torrente
oulder: society of Spanish
and Spanish-American Studies, 1989.
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Torture in Modern Spanish
American Literature
Accounts of torture in Spanish American
literature reflect the difficult histories
of conquest, colonialism, indigenous
deterritorialization, dictatorship, dirty
war, and the ideological and socioeconomic injustice that have been a reality of
Latin American politics over the last
400 years. Testimony about acts of torture
appear as early as 16th-century accounts
of the New World conquest by ~ l v a r
N6iiez Cabeza de Vaca and Bartolomk de
las Casas, and again in 19th-century works
of antislavery and nationalism. But the
representation of torture and its physical,
psychological, and political consequences
have become a literary preoccupation
perhaps most strikingly proper to the
20th-century.
With the advent of the so-called dictator novel of the 1960s and 1970s, literary
depictions
~
~ of~ torture
. as a tool of war or
civil
repression
began
~
~
~ to mirror
~ real-life
~
techniques of the terror wielded by proliferating Latin American dictatorships. A
precursor to later dictator novels written
during the Boom, Guatemalan author
Miguel Angel *Asturias9sEl serior presidente (1946; The President, 1997) depicts
repeated acts of torture as commonplace
in the maddening reality propagated by
an unnamed dictator who holds power
over an unidentified country. Paraguayan
novelist August0 *Roa Bastos makes literary use of torture to emphasize the cruelty
of the 19th-century dictator Rodriguez
de Francia in his 1974 historical novel

~

,

